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Abstract: There is a rapid development of the modern scientific database and internet database. These databases have thousand numbers of relations and attributes. So static query form does not work with a large number of relations and attributes, as they do not satisfy many ad-hoc database queries on the real world databases. Thus there is a requirement of a system which will satisfy the user requirement and generate the query form dynamically at the run time. In this paper we propose the Dynamic Query Form (DQF), which is going to provide the solution of the large and heterogeneous database. DQF captures the user’s interest and provide the rank query form component, which is useful for the user to make his/her decision. DQF is the iterative process and each iteration is guided the user. In each iteration system generates the ranking list of form component automatically and user can add any component according to his/her requirement. The component ranking is generated by capturing the user preference. Now user can fill the enrich query form and execute the query and the result will be shown to the user. This process is repeated until the user is satisfied.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A database is not useful until a query interface does not provide to handle the database. If the user cannot communicate with the database, there is no use of that database. Structured query can be written in SQL and XQuery but it is not good for that type of user who does not know anything about SQL. For this reason, Query form is the easiest way for that type of user because they just fill the blanks in the form. That is the reason Query form is one of the most widely used technique for providing the interface to the database. Traditional Query form are predefined by the developers or DBA which does not satisfy the user ad-hoc query as the database become large and complex.

There are many existing database development tools such as Easy Query [1], Cold Fusion [2], Microsoft access, which will provide mechanism to customize the query form by the user but if the user is not familiar with these database tools then it is not easy to work with large database. DQF will generate the query form dynamically and each iteration in DQF consist Query form enrichment and Query execution. The basic query forms are provided to the user and this form will be enriched iteratively using the user and system interactions till the user is satisfied with the query result.

II. QUERY FORM TECHNIQUE

How non expert user makes use of the relational database is a challenging topic. Non expert user can interact with the database using Query By Example (QBE) [3] and Query Form.

A. Query By Example:
It is a database query language for relational database. It is the first query language used to create visual tables where the user can enter commands, example elements and condition.

Example form contacts-
......Name: X
......Address: 
......City: 
......State: Y
......Pin code: 
Resulting SQL:
SELECT *FROM CONTACTS
WHERE NAME=’X’
AND STATE=’Y’;

B. Customized Query Form:
There are many existing tools for the developers to create or customize the query form such as SAP, Microsoft access and so on. The problem with these tools is that, they are for the professional developers who are familiar with their database. These tools are not for end user who does not know anything about the database.

C. Automatic Static Query Form:
It is the data driven technique, which first finds a set of data attributes which are mostly queried. Then based on these attributes query form will be generated. So it will applied clustering algorithms on the historical queries to find the new queries. Then query form generated based on these new queries. The problem with this technique is that, if the database is very large and complex then user query could be diverse. In such cases, if we generate lots of forms in advance still it does not satisfies the user requirements. Another problem is that if we generate lots of query forms them how user will know which form will satisfies his/her requirement.

III. EXISTING SYSTEM

Traditional query forms are predefined by the developers or DBA. As the database become large and complex, static query forms does not satisfy the user requirements.
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system is Dynamic Query Form which is the iterative process until the user is not satisfied. In DQF, a basic query form is provided to the user then user can fill the query form and execute the query. If user does not satisfy with the result then he will enrich the query form and execute again.

V. LITERATURE REVIEW

Dynamic query form includes the query form, query result and ranking metrics of the form component.

A. Query Form Interface:
This includes the query form and query result

(1) Query Form:
Each of the query form represents a SQL query template.
A query form $F$ is define as

$$F = (\text{Select } A_1, A_2, A_3, \ldots, A_f)$$

from $\sigma_f. R_f$

where $\sigma_f$.

$\sigma_f . R_f$ is the union set of relation which contains at least one attribute of $A_f$ or $\sigma_f . A_f$ and $\sigma_f$ are visible to the user. Ad-hoc join does not handle by the dynamic query form because join is not the part of the query form and invisible to the user.

(2) Query Result:
As we mention that now a day’s database become so large and complex so the result of the dynamic query form will give huge amount of data instances. To avoid this problem, we output a compressed result to show a high level view of the query result.

In the compressed table, each instance represents a cluster of actual data instances. Now user can click on any instance in the compressed table to view the detailed view. There are many one-pass clustering algorithms to generate the compressed view for example incremental data clustering [5].

Another important use of query result is that, End user is not interested to provide their feedback explicitly. So using the compressed view, we can collect the user feedback so that we can estimate the goodness of the query form.

B. Ranking Metrics:
Query forms are designed so that it will return the user’s required result. To estimate the quality of the query form result there are two traditional measure, Recall and Precision [6].

According to query form, different query will be executed and will give the different output. So we get different Recall and Precision value. Because of this we are using Expected Precision and Expected Recall to find the performance of the query result. Expected Precision is the expected part of the query result, which the current user wants.

Expected Recall is the expected part of the user interested query result instance, which is returned by the query form. User interest is calculated based on the click through on the query result which is displayed to the user.
There are many symbols and notations which are used to calculate the precision and recall and F-measure.

### Table 1: Notations and Symbols [10]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( F )</td>
<td>Query form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_f )</td>
<td>Set of relations involved in ( F )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>Set of all attributes in ( R_f )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_f )</td>
<td>Set of projection attributes of query form ( F )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_i(F) )</td>
<td>Set of relevant attributes of query form ( F )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_f )</td>
<td>Set of selection expressions of query form ( F )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha_p )</td>
<td>Set of relational operators in selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>Data instance in ( R_f )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D )</td>
<td>The collection of data instances in ( R_f )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>Number of data instances in ( D )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_i )</td>
<td>Data instance ( d ) projected on attribute set ( A_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_i )</td>
<td>Set of unique values ( D ) projected on attribute set ( A_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Omega )</td>
<td>Database query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_0 )</td>
<td>Result of ( \Omega )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D_e )</td>
<td>User feedback as clicked instances in ( D_0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>Fraction of instances desired by user</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Estimation of ranking score:
The ranking score estimation consist two phases. Ranking projection form component and Ranking selection form component.

1. **Ranking projection form component:**
In dynamic query form, the projection component has two level ranking. The first level ranking is to rank the entity. In this level, we provide the procedure how to rank the entity. The second level of ranking provides a ranking list of attributes of that entity. In this process, first we define how to rank the attributes of entity and then how to rank the entity.

2. **Ranking selection form component:**
The selection of attributes will be meaningless if the selection attributes are not relevant to the current projected entities. Therefore, the relevant attributes for creating the selection components should find out by the system first.

This procedure is divided into three phases-

- **Relevant attribute selection**-
  In this phase, the relevant or similar type of attributes are selected and then grouped.

- **Ranking selection component**-
  In this phase, components grouped which are selected in the first phase are acquired and these components are then ranked according to their usage.

- **Diversity of selection components**-
  There may be number of redundancies or overlays in two selection components. Therefore, in order to select the recommended components, a high diversity should be provided. Diversity is the major topic in web searches and recommendation system which are proposed in [7] and [8].

Simultaneously, maximizing the diversity and precision is an NP-hard problem [6].

In dynamic query form, it is observed that the most redundant components are constructed by the same attribute. So for each attribute, only the best selection components must be recommended.

### VI. Future Work

In the future work, we can develop the multiple methods for capturing the user’s interest for the query besides the click feedback. We can also add a text box for the user to enter some keywords queries. The relevance score between the query form and the keywords can be incorporated into the ranking of form components in each step.

### VII. Conclusion

Dynamic query forms helps users to generate the query form dynamically. The main idea is to use a probabilistic model for providing the rank form components based on user preferences. Here we are capturing the user preferences using historical queries and run-time feedback both. Experimental results show that the success rate of dynamic query form is high as compared to static query form. Form component ranking makes easier for the user to customize query form.
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